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1. PROBLEMS: No problems were encountered (luring our analyses.
2. ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
1. Considerable effort was expended during the interval from
11/1/81 to 4/30/82 in revising the manuscript that we submitted to
the Journal of Geophysical Research in November, 1981. Although the
paper was accepted in its original form, we felt that revision was
needed. The manuscript dean with the discovery of a Precambrian
rift running NW-SE through Missouri as seen in both free air and
6ouguer gravity anomalies and HCMM data. The revised manuscript is
attached_. We have substantially changed the paper. including the
addition of magnetic field anomalies, basement rock types, and
seismic refraction profile data for the area. Of importance to this
study, we substantially revised the section on linears seen in
processed HCMM data covering the area. Included in the revised
paper is a discussion of what HCMM data were utilized and a map that
shows linear features seen from a merged daytime thermal image with
a shaded relief map of topography. Also drawn on the Figure (Figure
11 of the paper) are mapped faults and folds, and the outline of the
rift running through the state. HCMM linears were mapped separately
by three geologists, with the linears drawn on the figure being oeitis
seen by all three people, HCMM linears in some cases correspond to
mapped features, in some cases they are extensions of mapped
features, and in some cases they do not correspond to any mapped
structure. The linears correlate nicely with the trend of the
Precambrian rift as seen in the gravity data, suggesting that the
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linears arcs indeed related to the underlying basement structure.
The pattern of faulting is consistent with uplift, suggesting teat
the rift is isostatically readjusting. HCMM data proved to be
particularly useful because the synoptic coverage and the broad
pixel width in effect filtered out all but rog ional-scal e
structures.
The reason that JGR paper took so long to revise and the reason
that these quarterly reports are delayed is that we were invited by
the editor of EOS (Transactions, American Geophysical Union) to
submit a paper, on our Missouri rift, stressing digital, image
processing of potential field and topographic data. That paper is
also attached - it appoared in the May 4, 1982 issue of COS, with
our color gravity maps on the cover.
2. Attached are HCMM daytime thermal IR, night time thermal
IR, and apparent thermal inertia images that: have been
contrast-enhanced and transformed to Mercator projections, Also
attached is a daytime IR overlain onto a shaded relief map and an
apparent thermal inertia image overlain onto a shaded relief map.
Frame numbers are A-AO045-19420-2, A-A0045-19120-1, and
A-AO044-08310-3. These products were processed and used as part of
a Masters Thesis finished in May I t 1982 by Jahn Strebeck. In the
thesis Strebeck examined correlations between the HCMM data
products, linears, and geologic units. The significant results are
included in the attached J.G.R. paper. The thesis reference would
be:
Strebeck, J.W., 1982, Structure of the Precambrian basement in the
Ozark Plateau as inferred from gravity and remote sensing data,
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Master of Arts Thesis, Washington Univ., 144 p, $ ivailable
Univ. Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Strebeck now works with Mobil Oil Corp., Dallas, Texas, when lie
should be joining their remote sensing/image processing group after
preliminary "indoctrination" into the company.
3. We have begun to examine the difference In information
content between day IR, night IR, albedo, and ther ►nal inertia
Images. For the frames listed abo y 6w the day 'IR image was found to
have the greatest discriminability for rock types and with regard to
structural patterns. The reason seems to be primarily due to
topography in that most geologic units in southern Missouri exhibit
a distinctive 416-opography arildl most, as t1ructural fe.at-urz?S
	
that we have
mapped are controlled by the distribution of stream valleys. The
day IR image best expresses these distributions because the
brightness (relative temperature) is sensitive to differential solar
heating due to slopes, For the three frames discussed above, the
day IR contained 0.63 of the fractional variance of the three,- data
sets, while the night IR contained 0.12 and the albedo data
contained 0,25. Apparent thermal inertia images should provide an
indication both of topographic roughness (since slope effects on
differential solar heating have not been removed) and an	 indication
of thermal anomalies that are controlled by variations in soil or
rock exposure, vegetation type, and moisture conten-t. We are
presently concentrating on delineation of these latter features,
i.e., identifying linears in southern Missouri that are not directly
controlled by topography.
II
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4. We have also coded the thermal IR and albedo data as hue,
saturation, and brightness values to generate a color display,
following the work of Haydn, University of !Munich. However, we find
that the transformation used by 9aydn to go from hue, saturation,
and brightness to red, green, and blue images is only correct for
relatively narrow hue range. A universal derivation is attached,
along with a color print where the day, night, and albedo images
have been encoded as hue, brightness; and saturation. A color print
is also included that has the apparent thermal inertia coded in a
color spectrum and overlain onto a shaded relieF map.
3. FUTURE WORK:
1. Presentation of results of analyses of i •ICMI data as part of a
paper to be presented at COSPAR, Ottawa, Canada, on May 19,
1982, entitled:
Arvidson, R.E., E.A. Guinness, J.W. Strebeck, 1982, Structure of
the Midcontinent basement	 Topography, gravity, seismic, and
remote sensing data.
and included in the session on Geophysical Measurements of Major
Crustal Features From Space.
2. An oral presentation of our HCMM work at the spring meeting of
the American Geophysical Union, 'clash,, DC. during the week of
May 31, 1982. The abstract is attached and entitled:
Strebeck, J.W., E.A. Guinness, R.E. Arvidson, 1982, Linear
Structures in Missouri seen with Meat Capacity Mapping Mission
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ABSTRACT
Digital free air and 8ouguer gravity anomaly images have been
constructed for the region bordered by 25° to 49" N. lat. and 80 0 to
110" W. long, from approximately 287,000 station readings. The
technique used to interpolate between station locations was based on
a two dimensional spatial filter, where the average of the anomaly
values located within the filter area was computed. The images
contain as many as 256 contours (values in byte variable), so that
subtle anomaly patterns can be identified and traced with much
greater certainty than on most contour maps, A newly discovered
feature in the midcontinent is a gravity low that begins at a break
in the midcontinent gravity nigh iii S.E, Nlebraskr, ex—INNI ls across
MissGuri in a NW-5E direction, and intersects the Mississippi Valley
9^r4vi to form the Pascol a arch. The anomaly varies from 120 to 150
km in width, extends about 700 km, and has a medial gravity high for
part of its length. The maximum Gouguer amplitude of the anomaly is
approximately 34 milligals below values for the surrourM ing region
and cannot be explained on the basis of a thickened section of
Paleozoic sedimentary rock. The gravity data and the sparse seismic
refraction data for the region are consistent with an increased
crustal thickness beneath the gravity low. Discrete positive
magnetic anomaliel6, some of which correspond to mafic intrusives,
are concentrated along the borders of the gravity low. Digitally
enhanced thermal infrared images from the Neat Capacity Mapping
Mission show a distinct alignment of linear structures with the
gravity feature. The linears in some cases correspond to mapped
PAGE 3
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high angle normal faults, to drape folds over relief within the
Precambrian basement, and in some cases to extensions of mapped
f
structures. The gravity anomaly also cuts across the major
Precambrian boundary in S.C. Missouri marking the change from older,
sheared granites and metasedimentary rocks, to younger granites and
,G
rhyolites. Given the cumulative evidence, the gravity anomaly is	 it
probably the present exprossion of a failed arm of a rifting event,
I
perhaps one associated with the spread'ng that led to or preceeded
formation of the granite and rhyolite terrain of southern Missouri.
INTRODUCTION
We have been pursuing relationships between the pattern, age,
;r
and origin of structural features within the Precambrian basement
^a
rocks of southern Missouri and the locations and genesis of ore
deposits. The area is a well known lead mining district, where
	 j
Mississippi Valley type Pb-Zn-Cu ores have accumulated in Cambrian
carbonate rocks associated with stromatolitic reef and backreef
f acies (Gerdemann and Meyers, 1972). The location of these facies 	 '!i
was controlled by the location of the shore line, which was in turn+
controlled by the pattern of faulting of the Precambrian basement
(Grundmann, 1977; Sweeny et al., 1977; Evans, 1977; Paarlberg and
Evans, 1977; Mouat and C1endenin, 1977). In addition, iron ores of
i
magmatic origin can be found in the Precambrian basement rocks along
fracture zones (Kisvarsanyi , 1976). 	 =i
Structural studies of basement rocks in southern Missouri have
been Pursued for a considerable amount of time (see; Kisvarsanyi
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and Kisvarsanyi, 1975), and a significant amount of information has
been gained on the distribution of Precambrian rock types and ages
(Kisvarsanyi, 1974; Bickford et al., 1981; VanSchmus and Bickford,
1981). However, little has been done in terms of understanding how
the structure of the region is related to the overall structural
configuration of the midcontinent or haw such features are related
to the structural history of the area. In this paper we utilize
digital image processing techniques ,to reduce and Oisplay a variety
of potential field, topography, geologic, and remote sensing data
for the midcontinent. The intent is to delineate how structural
patterns in southern Missouri are related to the broader features of
the midcontinent.
DISCRIPTION OF DATA AND PROCESSING METHODS
Digital image processing techniques have a potentially wide
range of utility for display and analysis of geographically (i.e.,
array) oriented data sets. In our case, data covering the
midcontinent were processeG on a PDP-11/34 minicomputer with
interactive image display peripherals, using standard digital image
enhancement, filtering, and geometric operations. The reader is
referred to standard texts such as Moik (1980) for further
information on image processing techniques, and to Arvidson et
al. (1982) for examples of the utility of image processing in
processing, display, and interpretation of topographic and gravity
data for the continental United States.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) digital
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topography, together with land station measurements of gravitational
acceleration, comprise two important data sets that we employed in
the study. The area chosen for analysis of the topography and
gravity ranges from 25° to 49° N. lat. and 80° to 110° W. long.,
thereby covering regions from the eastern edge of the Rockies on the
west to the Appalachians on the east, and from the Superior Province
on the north, to the Gulf of Mexico on the south. The topography
consists of average elevations for areas covering 30 seconds in both
latitude and in longitude. Gravity stations are typically spaced
three km apart, but vary between hundreds of meters to ten
kilometers ever the study area. The gravity data were reduced to
free air and to Bouguer anomalies courtesy of the Defense dapping
Aerospace Agency Center, St. Louis, Missouri. The reference field
at sea level used was based on the 1967 International Gravity
Formula, with all the data referenced to the 1971 International
Gravity Standardization Net. Bouguer anomalies were computed based
on a slab model with a density of 2.67 gm/cm3. No local terrain
corrections were included.
Magnetic anomalies were.also included in the analysis.
Unfortunately, digital data for the region were not available at a
reasonable cost. Consequently we restricted inclusion of magnetic
coverage to the state of Missouri, based on the 1943 statewide
contour map of vertical field intensity anomalies. The state map
i	 .
was photographed onto film and then the film was digitized,
resulting in a digital image of magnetic anomaly contours for
Missouri. Similarly, the basement rock type map for the
midcontinent compiled by Bickford et al. (1981) and VanSchmus and'
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° '	 Bickford ( 1981) was transformed to a digital format for use in
comparison with other data sets.
Other digital data sets that were utilized in this work
included Heat Capacity Mapping Mission (HCMM) images. HCMM
consisted of a satellite with sensors capable of imaging the surface
in the visible to the reflected infrared ( 0.5 to 1.1 micrometers)
and in the thermal infrared ( 10.5 to 12 . 5 micrometers) ( Price,
1977). Each image element in the HCMM data covers about 500m across
and one scene covers about 700 km in width and in height. The
visible-reflected infrared sensor was used to measure the broad band
albedo of the surface, while thermal infrared data acquired during
the day and night provided information on the magnitude of diurnal
temperature changes. These parameters can be used to solve for the
thermal inertia of the surface, a thermophysical property that
depends on the density, thermal conductivity, and specific heat
(Kahle et al., 1976). Thermal infrared data, including estimates of
thermal inertia, have been shown to be useful in delineating
structural features in a variety of geological contexts ( Sabins,
1969; Offield et al., 1975; Watson, 1981). HCMM data were
included in this study both because of the applicability of therma; 	 t`
data in structural	 studies and because the synoptic view is
^t
appropriate for examining the surface expression of regional - scale
of
structures.
	 HCMM images for southern Missouri were contrast	 f
enhanced, digitally registered to one another, and displayed in a
variety of formats designed to emphasize structural trends.	 Details
of HCMM processing techniques will	 be discussed in a later section.
The first step in the analysis of topographic and gravity data
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was to scale the dynamic range of the data to fit within the range
of a byte variable (i.e., 8 bits or 256 discrete values). The byte
data were then stored in image arrays, registered to a common base
if needed, and processed. Final displays were transformed to
Mercator projections and overlayed with latitude-longitude grids,
The byte-encoded topographic data were first stored in an array with
30 Second spacing in both latitude and longitude. The data could be
displayed as an image if the byte-encoded values were converted to
brightness or to color values. Alternatively, a shaded relief image
could be constructed if a photometric function for the surface is
assumed. Figure 1 shows a shaded relief image transformed to a
Mercator projection and depicting topography under the assumption
that the surf?rice obeys Lommel-Seeliger scattering law (Batson et
al., 1975). The simulated sum is from the northeast at 20 0 above
the horizon.
Generation of images from the gravity anomaly values is more
complicated than generating displays from the topographic data. The
reason is that the gravity stations are not located along regular
grid intersections. We chose a simple, but pow,.-, ful spatial
filtering technique for interpolating between station locations.
The byte-encoded anomaly values were first assigned to array
locations closest to the station locations. This procedure produced
an array in part occupied by valid data and in part occupied by
blank zones. The filtering algorithm that we then applied was
developed by Eliason and Soderblom (1977), used to produce
topographic maps from the Pioneer-Venus altimetry data (Pettengill
et al., 1980), and applied to generating gravity images for the
,M
I WIN
^	 s
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continental United States by Arvidson et al. (1982), The technique
involves use of a spatial filter of N x N elements. The average of
the valid data points within any given filter location is computed
and used to replace the midpoint value, but only if a valid datum
does not already exist at that array location. In practice, the
gravity data were processed using several filter passes, beginning
with a 3 x 3 element filter and ending with a 21 x 21 element
filter. The choice of filter sizes'was governed by station
spacings, which varied from hundreds of meters to ten kilometers.
The result is an interpolated data set, except for regions that had
so flew valid data points that a user-defined threshold was not met.
In our case, we set the threshold so that at least 20% of the
elements for any filter position would have to have been occupied by
valid data for an interpolation calculation to proceed.
The interpolated gravity data can be displayed as a gray tone
image, as is done in Figure 2 for free air anomalies. Black areas
in the image correspond to zones with too few stations to allow
valid interpolations. The gravity data can also be displayed as a
shaded relief image, where gravity highs and lows are illuminated as
if they were hills and valleys. f=igure 3 is a shaded relief image
of the free air anomalies with the simulated sun placed at 15° above
the northeastern horizon.
The gravity anomaly images displayed in Figures 2 and 3 and
equivalent Bouguer anomaly presentations have been checked against
published maps (e.g. Woolard and Joesting, 1964; McGinnis et al.,
1979; Simpson and Goodson, 1981). Generally the images and
published maps correspond, However, the images have intrinsically
I
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more information displayed, for at least three reasons. First, the
grid spacing used to interpolate between station readings is more
closely spaced than the spacing used to generate most published
continental wide contour maps. Second, there can be as many contour
intervals in our displays are there are values in a byte (256).
i
Third, because of the particular filtering algorithm used, areas
with closely spaced stations retain local details of anomaly
patterns. For instance, Figures 2 and 3 show a major gravity
feature (free air low) that begins at a break in the midcontinent
gravity high and extends about 700 km to the southeast. One of the
distinguishing aspects of this feature is not the amplitude of the
low but rather the sharp gravity gradient associated with the edges
of the anomaly. Although sef,tions of the feature have been noted in
the past (see: Phelan, 1969; Cordell, 1979; Russ, 1981), the
images shown in Figures 2 and 3 provide new information and a
braader perspective that show the trend and location much more
accurately than can be seen in published maps.
Finally, an important aspect of comparing data sets is the
ability to merge or overlay one data set onto another to produce a
s
visual display that maximizes the eye's ability to see correlations
between the data sets. A useful technique is to allow one data set
(gravity anomalies, for instance) to control the hue (dominant
wavelength) and saturation (degree of purity) of a color image,
while another data set (topography, for instance) controls the color
brightness (Arvidson et al., 1982). Also, it is possible to combine
values of a given parameter with a shaded relief presentation of
that parameter by allowing the value to control the color hue and
PAGE 10
saturation, while the local gradient, expressed in shaded relief
form, controls the brightness (Pettengill et al., 1980; Kobrik,
1982). For example, Figure 4 is a version of the free air image
where the anomaly values have been color-coded and overlain onto a
shaded relief version of the anomalies. The effect is to produce an
enhancement showing information related both to the value of the
anomaly and to the local gravity gradient.
BASEMENT STRUCTURE IN MISSOURI AS DEFINED
BY GRAVITY ANOMALIES AND SEISMIC PROFILES
Figure 5 is a sketch map showing the major structural features
seen in the free air anomaly images shown in Figures 2, 3, and a and
in Bouguer images covering the same region. The free air data
facilitated mapping of major topographic features associated with
the Cordillera, Ouachitas, and the Appalachians. The Bouguer data
provided new information that allowed us, for instance, to map the
strong positive anomalies associated with the Mississippi embayment.
The midcontinent gravity high is a major gravity anomaly in the
midcontinent. In our data this feature has a maximum free air
anomaly of 85 milligals and a maximum Bouguer anomaly of 50
milligals. The midcontinent gravity high is about 70 km wide,
contains Keewanawan basalts that date at 1.1 Ga, and has been
interpreted as a failed continental rift (Chase and Gilmer, 1973).
Flanking lows on either side of the high have been modeled as thick
(several kilometers) arkosic sediments deposited as the load
PAGE 11
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Considerable structure an also be seen in the greenstone-granitic
terrain of the Superior Province located to the northwest of the
midcontinent gravity high. The Wisconsin Arch, the Ouachitas, and
the Wichita-Arbuckle system are just a flew of the other features
that have a recognizable gravity signatures. For reference, the
Quachitas have a maximum free air and Bouguer anomaly magnitudes of
76 and 54 milligals below the surrounding regions.
A subtle, but pervasive gravity feature seen in both the free
air and Bouguer images is a linear low that begins at a break near
the southeastern end of the midcontinent gravity high (40.6°
N. lat., 96° W. long.), strikes in a southeasterly direction, and
extends to the Mississippi Embayment (36 0 N. lat., 90° W. long.).
The low varies between 120 to about 160 km in width, extends about
700 km in length, and for part of its length exhibits a medial
gravity high. The maximum Bouguer anomaly associated with the low
is about 34 milligals below values for surrounding regions. The
feature begins just to the northwest of Missouri and ends just
beyond the southeastern boundary of the state. We therefore
informally refer to the feature as , the Missouri gravity low. As
discussed in Arvidson et al. (1982), the intersection of the
Missouri gravity low with the Mississippi Valley graben as defined
by Kane et al. (1981), is the site of the majority of the
microseismic epicenters recorded in the 1970's by the St. Louis
University seismic network (Stauder et al., 1977). In addition, the
northern boundary of the intersection is the site of the circular
Bloomfield anomaly, while the southern boundary is the site of the
Covington anomaly. Both features can be seen in the free air and
a
.	
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Bouguer data as distinct, circular positive anomalies. Kane et
al. (1981) suggest that these two anomalies, which are also pvsitivp
magnetic anomalies, are due to intrusions of magmas during the
Mesozoic Era. The intorsection of the Missouri gravity low and the
Mississippi Valley graben is also the site of the Pascola arch as
defined by Phelan (1969) and Erwin and McGinnis (1975).
Several gravity profiles were generated across the Missouri
gravity low to illustrate its form and to model subsurface density
configurations. The location of the southern-most profile is shown
in the sketch map in Figure 5, Values for the topography, free air,
and Rouguer anomalies For this profile are shown in Figure 6. A
simple model for the anomaly would be a thickened section of
relatively low density sedimentary rock overlying a downwarped
region of the Precambrian basement. However, drill holes covering
the general area of the profile A-A' indicate a typical cover of
Paleozoic sediments of only a flew hundred meters over the low, with
no discernable thinning on either side (Kisvarsanyi, 1970. Thus,
the gravity signature must be related to a inhomogeneity within the
Precambrian basement r ,^cks. Cordell (1979) reached a similar
conclusion for that part of the low located in the southwestern pert
of the Rolla quadrangle (37° to 38° N. lat.; 90 0 to 92° W. long.),
where there is a slight local thickening of sedimentary cover over
the gravity low.
Some seismic data exist for Missouri that provide information
on the possible subsurface configurations of the crust that would
give rise to the observed gravity anomaly patterns. Stewart (1968)
conducted a reversed seismic refraction survey of about 300 km in
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length along an east-west line in northern Missouri crossing the
gravity low at about 39.8" N. lat. Results indicate that the crust
consists of three major layers, with average depths of about 5, 20,
and 40 kin and a 3/4 degree of dip toward the west, Stewart (1968)
also conducted a reversed profile in southern Missouri that extends
across the gravity low at about 50 kin to the northwest of the
gravity profile A-A' (Figure 5). The refraction data for Stewart's
(1968) southern profile exhibit very low signal/noise ratios,
perhaps because of significant lateral inhomogenei ties within the
crust, Results are compromised by the low quality of the data,
although an arguement can be made for a thickened crustal section in
the southwestern half of the pro File and somewhat higher crustal
velocities beneath the northeastern half of the traverse (Nuttli,
1976), Finally, McCamy and Meyer (1966) conducted a seismic
refraction survey from Little !lock, Arkansas to Cape Girardeau,
Missouri, reversing a survey done several years earlier. The
refraction profile cut across the Bloomfield gravity anomaly and ran
in a NE-SW direction within the Mississippi embay ►nent (i.e., to the
southeast of profile A-A' of Figure 5). As discussed by Ervin and
McGinnis (1975), this region is ;unusual in that the crust is
slightly thicker and underlain by an anomalously high velocity "layer
as compared to Stewart's (1968) profile in northern Missouri. The
anomalous layer probably corresponds to high density material at the
base of the crust, material that may have been emplaced in
association with the Precambrian rifting that produced the Reelfoot
rift.
In summary, the seismic data suggest a slightly thicker crustal
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section under the Missouri gravity low, although this interpretation
is compromised by poor data and the complicating influence of racks
associated with processes that probably load to formation of the
Mississippi embayment. If it is assumed that the Missouri gravity
low is due to a thickened crust, then a 34 milligal anomaly, anti a
density contrast of 0.3 gm/cm3 between crust and mantle, is
consistent with a crustal excess of about 3.3 kin 	 the anomaly
( Strebeck, 1982). Alternatively, if it is assumed that lateral
density variations cause the gravity anomaly, than the anomaly would
be consistent, with rocks that were 0.1 gm/cm3 less dense than
surrounding materials for the first 4 to 8 kin below the surface
(Strebeck, 19,02). Of course, other models of crustaal
inhomogeneities can be generated. However, in the absence of other
constraints, they are not worth pursuing at this point.
RELATIONSHIP OF MISSOURI GRAVITY LOW TO
PRECAMBRIAN ROCK PROVINCES AND TO
MAGNETIC ANOMALIES
Information on the distribution of Precambrian rock types in
Missouri is limited because of the relatively few drill holes that
have penetrated into the basement and because of the complexity of
the Precambrian geology in the area (Kisvarsanyi, 1974; Bickford et
al., 1981; VanSchmus and Bickford, 1981). There is, however, a
major boundary between 1.5 Ga old rocks composed largely of sheared
granites and metasediments, and younger 1.4 Ga old granites and
rhyolites. The boundary runs in a NE-SW direction, as is shown in
II
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Figure 7, where the basement rock map of Bickford et al. (1981) has
been overlain onto a shaded relief map depicting Bouguer anomalies.
The Missouri gravity low cuts across the boundary at nearly right
angles.
	
There is also clearly an extension of what are thought to
be older metasedimentary rocks into the younger terrain along the
gravity low.	 Kisvarsanyi (1974)  notes that the area containing the
reentrant of older rocks is also a structural high on contour maps
.
depicting the paleotopography of the Precambrian surface and on
t
structured contour maps of Paleozoic sedimentary formations.
t
Presumably, older Precambrian rocks are exposed along the low'
because of isostatic readjustment and erosion of the younger
U l "nites and rhynlit_es preferentially alon g the feature.
The observation that the gravity low cuts across the major
Precambrian a s and 'r'uck type boundary in Missouri suggests that the
low is related to a structural feature. 	 Further support for this
suggestion can be found in the locations of areas with discrete,
positive magnetic anomalies.
	
Figure 8 shows regions with vertical
intensity magnetic anomalies higher than 600 gammas as black
splotches superimposed on the gray tone and shaded relief versions
of Bouguer anomalies for Missouri. 	 The 600 gamma contour interval !
was chosen on the basis of delineating discrete magnetic highs. 	 The
magnetic highs are in part clustered along the flanks of the gravity {'`
low,	 i.e., where the gravity gradient is high.	 Other magnetic highs
coincide with discrete gravity highs, such as in the area underlain s
by the Bloomfield intrusion in southeastern Missouri or the Salem
intrusion in the middle of the gravity low (Figure 8).
	
Clearly,
more work needs to be done to establish the pattern of magnetic
IL
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anomalies in more detail, along with establishing the relationship
of the anomaly patterns and the gravity low, Examination of
unpublished maps constructed by I. Zietz supports the observation
that the magnetic highs are along the flan Ks of the gravity low.
Previous work shows that some magnetic highs in Missouri can be
correlated with relatively iron rich igneous rock bodies (Phelan,
1969; Cordell, 1979). The location of the discrete magnetic highs
long the Flanks of the gravity low 'suggests that the flanks
correspond to zones of weakness where magmas have been intruded.
Kane et al. (1961) note a similar correlation of magnetic highs
along t,-t:- perimeter of the Mississippi Valley graben. The gravity
and magnetic anomaly patterns, and the observation that the gravity
low cuts across rock and age provinces, provide strong evidence that
the Missouri gravity low is a consequence of a major inhomogereity
within the crust.
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FOLDS, FAULTS, AND LINEARS
IN SOUTHERN MISSOURI AND BA40ENT STRUCTURE
In this section we describe relationships between the Missouri
gravity low and the patterns of faults, folds, and linears that
exist within the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks covering Missouri, The
particular tack that we take is to map the patterns of linear
features from HCMM thermal images, compare those linears to the
distribution of known faults and folds, and finally we relate the
trends for the structural data to the gravity low.
Figure 9 shows a HCMM thermal infrared image over southern
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Missouri taken during relatively clear atmospheric conditions at
approximately 1:30 p.m. on June 10, 1978. The frame has been
contrast-enhanced and transformed to a Mercator projection. Water
appears dark (cool) because it does not warm as quickly as
vegetation, soil, or rock. A correlation plot between the apparent
temperature seen in this image and a reap of the magnitude of
topographic slopes demonstrates that the dominate control on
temperature is relief, Areas with high relief show as relatively
dark (cool), while relatively flat regions are bright (warm). For
instance, the bright polygonal zone centered at 37.6° N. lat., 9Q.5°
W. long. corresponds to flat terrain underlain in part by igneous
rocks of the St. Francois Mountains and in part by the surrounding
Cambrian sedimentary rocks. The dark area to the southwest of this
region corresponds to Ordovician carbonates that have been dissected
by streams. Flood plains of the strean ►s and the major rivers are
flat and therefore relatively bright (hot). Finally, the relatively
smooth, bright regions to the north of the Missouri River and east
of the Mississippi River coincide with the glacial till deposits
related to the Wisconsin ► and earlier periods of glaciation.
We also combined a shaded relief image of topography with the
daytime thermal image by multiplying the two data sets on a element
by element basis. The resulting product is shown in Figure 9.
Clearly, linear features are enhanced in the merged data relative to
either the shaded relief map or thermal images shown alone. The
reasons are at least three fold. First, topographic linears can be
readily discerned on shaded relief maps (Wise, 1976). Second,
.ti
topographic linears associated with river valleys would be enhanced
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because of the higher temperatures for the valleys as opposed to the
hills. Combining the thermal image with the shaded relief map
provides, in effect, a nonlinear enhancement of the topography.
Third, any linear thermal features not related to topography would
remain in the data. This product was used as our primary base for
constructing a linears map for southern Missouri. An apparent
thermal inertia image was also constructed using the formulation of
Price (1977) and overlayed onto the-shaded relief image. However,
this product did not provide a significant amount of additional
information, proba)1y because the nightime thermal and the albedo
,data contain only 25% of 13% of the variance inherent in the 3
dimensional thermal day-thermal night-albedo data set,
Figure 11 is a sketch snap showing linears from the processed
HCMM data. Also shown are folds from a version of the Missouri
structures map (McCracken 1971) and faults from the latest geologic
map of the State (Anderson et al., 1979). The folds are thought to
be drape folds over the Precambrian surface in areas with
signifiicant relief due to basement faulting (McCracken et al.,
1971). Most of the faults are high angle normal faults, although
some evidence for shear movement can be found (McCracken et al.,
1971). The area occupied by the high temperature region of the
St. Francois+ Mountains and surroundings is also drawn on Figure 11.
Note that linears, faults, and folds generally strike in a direction
parallel to the gravity low. Also, the sharp southwestern edge of
the St. Francois Mountains is coincident with the northern flank of
the low. Further away from the low the the azimuths of features
tend to disperse. Clearly, the basement inhomogeneity associated
x	 1
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with the Missouri gravity low has had a pronounced influence on the
Pattern of faulting and folding that has propagated through the
Paleozoic sedimentary cover. The preponderance of normal faulting
in the area implies, as does the reentrant of older basement rocks
along the gravity low, that the dominate structural activity
associated with the crustal inhomogeneity beneath the gravity low
has been one of vertical readjustment. Preferential uplift along
the low is also consistent with the pattern of vertical
displacements shown by the mapped faults in the area (Figure 11).
THE AGE, ORIGIN, AND EVOLUTION OF THE
	 {
MISSOURI GRAVITY LOW
The Missouri gravity low must be older than the Paleozoic
sediments that have been deposited over the reentrant of older rocks
into the gran ite-rhyolite terrain. Th reason is that any uplift
and stripping of the younger granite-rhyolite rocks along the
gravity low must have occurred before the Precambrian surface was
	 r
buried. The oldest abundant sedimentary rocks in southern Missouri
consist of Upper Caitbrian sandstones called the Lamotte Formation
(Anderson et al., 1979).
A number of events affected the region now occupied by the
gravity low during the Precambrian including: (1) The set of
processes that led to formation of the granite-rhyolite terrain of
southern Missouri. Bickford et al. (1981) speculate that a rifting
	 ;,
event or a convergent plate margin might explain formation of the
granite-rhyolite units; (2) Rifting that was associated with the
„
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opening of the Reelfoot basin, the Precambrian precursor to the
Mississippi embaymenL• ( Ervin and McGinnis, 1975); (3) Rifting
associated with formation of the aiidcontinent gravity high (Chase
and Gilmer, 1973), and (4) The postulated continent- continent
collision associated with the Grenville progeny (Burke and Dewey,
1973).
At this point it is useful to summarize the characteristics of
the Missouri gravity lew. The feature has a negative Bouguer of
about 34 milligals, a width varying from 120 to 160 km, it has a
medial high for part of its length, and it extends about 700 km in
length. The low is perhaps best expressed within the younger
granite-rhyolite terrain of southern Missouri. The flanks of the
feature exhibit magnetic highs, some of which are probably clue to
igneous intrusions. Finally, the feature controls the pattern of
normal faulting in the Precambrian basement rocks and overlying
sedimentary cover. Except for the lack of a discernable thickness
of sedimentary fill overlying the granite-rhyolite terrain, such a
description is consistent with an origin as the failed arm of a
triple junction. In fact, there are examples of relatively recent
rifts that have negative anomalies with no associated sediment fill,
although Burke and Whiteman (1973) interpret these anomalies as
being due to ponding of magmas at the base of the crust.
	
The Missouri gravity low could have formed as the failed arm of
	
'i
a triple junction that existed befure formation of the
granite-rhyolite terrain. The triple junction site would have been
	
to the southeast, with the other two rifts becoming active spreading
	 f
centers. Closure of that spreading center, with subsequent
-<
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continent-continent collision, may have been the most plausible
method of generating the abundant alkalis igneous activity that
produced the younger granite-rhyolite terrain. In the process, most
of the sediment fill within the failed rift would have been
metamorphosed, intruded into, and covered by the alkalic magmas
associated with formation of the granite- rhyolite terrain. The
metasediments found in the reentrant of older rocks in this terrain
(Figure 7) may be the remnants of this valley fill. Subsequent
events, such as the formation of the Reelfoot rift that is
postulated to have occurred at approximately 1.2 Ga (Ervin and
McGinnis, 1975), could have served to reactivate parts of the rift.
Reactivation certainly occurred during the mid-Paleozoic to
Mesozoic,  when the southeastern end of the low was structurally
active as the Pascola arch. We stress that our interpretation,
although plausible, is by no means unique and serves only as a
working hypothesis to be updated or discarded as new seismic,
potential field, and rock-type data are acquired. It is of interest
to note that an origin as a failed rift arm may provide a new
perspective on the source of the Pb-7n-Cu in the Paleozoic
sedimentary cover, since base metal mineralization is a common
process associated with rifting events (Burke and Whiteman, 1973).
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
1. Standard digital image processing techniques have been used to
interpolate and display free air and Bouguer anomalies and
topography as gray tone, color-coded, and shaded relief images
t
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for the midcontinent as park of an analysis of how structural
features within the Precambrian basement of Missouri relate to
the broader structure of the midcontinent. In addition, the
Precambrian basement rock type map of Bickford et al. (1981) and
magnetic anomalies for Missouri hove been digitally merged and
displayed with the gravity data to facilitate examination of
correlations. Finally, Neat Capacity Napping Mission (NCMM)
thermal image data covering southern Missouri have been enhanced
and overlayed onto shaded relief versions of topography.
2. A major and previously unrfecognized gravity anomaly (Missouri
gravity low) in the midcontinent is a 700 km long, 120-160 km
wide free air and Bouguer low, with a Bouguer amplitude of up to
34 milligals. The anomaly displays a medial gravity high for
part of its length. The low begins at a break in the
midcontinent gravity high in southeastern Nebraska, extends in a
southeast direction through Missouri, and intersects the
Mississippi Valley graben as defined by Kane et al. (1981). The
northern and southern edges of the intersection of the Missouri,;
gravity low and the Mississippi Valley graben are the sites of
discrete positive gravity anomalies that are thought to be due
to plutons., Also, many of the epicenters associated with the
New Madrid seismic area are within the crustal block defined by
i
the intersection of the gravity low
graben. Discrete positive magnetic
flanks of the Missouri gravity low.
the site of a reentrant of older Pr+
and the Mississippi Valley
anomalies exist along the
Finally, the gravity low is
)cambrian metasedimentary
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rocks into the younger granites and rhyolites that underlie much
of southern Missouri, The amplitude of the low is too high to
be related to thickening of Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. Rather
the anomaly is probably due to a basement inhomogeneity. Two
seismic refraction profiles (Stewart, 1963) cut across the low
in two places in Missouri. In both cases, the seismic data are
consistent with a slightly thicker crustal section beneath the
gravity low. The magnitude of the gravity anomaly is consistent
with a crustal excess of 3.3 km as compared to surrounding areas
or with a crust that is slightly less dense (0.1 gm/cm3
contrast) in the upper 4 to H km.
3. A HCMM daytime thermal image was overlain onto a shaded relief
image of topography covering the area underlain by the gravity
low in southern Missouri. These data show that linears trend in
the same direction as the low. On the other hand, linears tend
to be dispersed in azimuth away from the gravity anomaly.
Mapped faults (high angle normal faults, mainly) and drape folds
over basement relief in the Paleozoic sedimentary cover of
a
southern Missouri follow a similar pattern. Some of the HCMM
linears correspond to the mapped structures, in soiae cases they
;i
are extensions of such features, and some linears do not
correspond -to mapped features. In any case, the correlation of
the gravity low and the structural data suggest that the low is
a major basement rift and that the structures in the Paleozoic
deposits are due to vertical readjustments related to the
crustal inhomogeneity that gives rise to the low.
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f	 4. The Missouri gravity low is older than the oldest Paleozoic
sedimentary rocks that cover the reentrant of metasedimentary
rocks into the younger granites and rhyolites. The oldest rocks
correspond to the Upper Cambrian 4.amotte Formation. The gravity
low could be the present expression of a rift that formed as a
failed arm of a triple junction occurring before or during the
events that led to the younger granite-rhyolite terrain of
southern Missouri. Emplacement of the igneous rocks would have
effectively covered or metamorphosed sedimentary racks that
formed as valley fill with the rift. Reactivation of the rift
has certainly taken place since it formed. Association of the
Missouri gravity low with a unique history is difficult at this
point because of lack of information on basement rock types,
ages, and seismic controls on crustal configurations beneath the
low.
c	 .,	 `w s	 s 43^ a cw. Krs^3c	 r u . a • _ 	 .
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1 - Digital shaded relief map of topography is displayed in
this image with the simulated sun located at 20 0 above
the northeastern horizon. A Mercator projection is used
for this and the other images in the paper. Numbers
running vertically on the right hand side are degrees
north latitude and numbers at the bottom are in degrees
west longitude. The particular area of ca;icern is
located in the box bound by 25 to 49° N. lat., and 80 to
110° W. long. The resolution of the image, measured as
the width of a picture element (pixel) is about 7 km.
At that resolution little structural control of
topography is evident within the midcontinent.
Figure 2 - Gray tone image of free air gravity anomalies for the
same area as displayed in Figure 1. Black areas
correspond to regions where stations were spaced too far
apart to allow reasonable interpolation. Bright regions
correspond to positive anomalies, medium gray to areas
with anomalies close to zero, and darker areas to
regions with negative anomalies. The anomaly range goes
from +66 to -360 milligals. A sketch map illustrating
structural features evident in the image is shown in
Figure 5. The midcontinent gravity high extends as a
NE-SW trending linear high, flanked by lows, in the
upper half of the image. Note the subtle linear low
extending from a break in the gravity high, toward the
PAGE 33
southeast, to about 36° N. lat., 90° W. long.
Figure 3 - Shaded relief image depicting free air anomalies as if
they were hills and valleys illuminated by a sure located
at 15" above the northeastern horizon. Nate the
correlation between the shaded relief of topography and
this figure in areas of high relief. Note the linear
gravity low that begins at the break in the midcontinent
gravity high and strikes southeasterly toward 360
N. lat., 90 0 W. long. A Bouguer image displays a
similar patten for the linear gravity low.
Figure 4 - This color image combines a color-coded version of the
free air image shown in Figure 2 with the shaded relief
image shown in Figure 3. The effect is to be able to
discern both the value of an anomaly for a given region
and an indication of the local anomaly gradient: Red
corresponds to free air values greater than 20
milligals; yellow to orange indicate a range from 0 to
20 milligals; green corresponds to -10 to 0 milligals;
blue-green denotes -30 to -10 milligals; and blue
corresponds to values smaller than -30 milligals. This
figure was the base map used for constructing the
structural features diagram shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5 - Sketch map showing major structures delineated in the
free air images of Figures 2, 3, and 4 and equivalent
presentations for Bouguer data. The Missouri gravity
low is a subtle, but pervasive feature that extends from
s
;i
r
;j
i
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the midcontinent gravity high to the Mississippi
embayment. The location of the Mississippi Valley
graben is in part from Kane et al. (1981). A-A` is 'the
location of the profiles shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6 - Topography, free air, and Bouguer anomalies are shown
for profile A-A' of Figure 5. The profile cuts across
the Missouri gravity low.
Figure 7 - Rock types of Bickford et al. (1981) have been coded to
discrete color values and overlayed onto a shaded relief
version of Bouguer anomalies. Sun is from the west at
15 9 above the horizon. Color values are as follows;
Medium blue - felsic rocks; yellow - granite; orange -
rhyolite; purple - gabbro; dark blue - basalt; red -
metasedimentary rocks; green - Sioux Quartzite; and
light blue - Keween awan sedimentary rocks.
Figure 8 - Vertical intensity magnetic anomalies with amplitudes
greater than 600 gammas are shown as black splotches on
gray-tone and shaded relief images of Bouguer anomalies
for Missouri. Patterns of small black splotches near
the southeastern edge of the state and in the upper
right are spurious and are remnant from the original
digitization of the Missouri magnetic anomaly map.
Arrows point to the Bloomfield (lower right) and to the
i
Salem magnetic highs (Phelan, 1969; Cordell, 1979).
Both features are probably due to relatively mafic
4
intrusions. Note that many of the magnetic highs are
M
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	• ,
	 clustered on the edges of the Missouri gravity low. The
sun is from the west at 15 0
 above the horizon for the
shaded relief data.
Figure 9 - This figure is NCMM daytime thermal infrared image
covering southern Missouri that has been contrast
enhanced and transformed to a Mercator projection. Flat
areas are brighten (warmer) that regions with high
relief. NCMM frame ID A-A0045-19420-2.
Figure 10 - The NCMM contrast enhanced daytime thermal infrared
image has been overt ayed onto a shaded relief image
depicting topography. The sun for the shaded relief
image is from the west at 20 0 above the horizon. The
overlay tends to enhance subtle topographic features
while retaining linear thermal anomalies not associated
with relief.
Figure 11 - Sketch map showing the Missouri gravity low, mapped
faults and folds, and linears as mapped from the NCMM
thermal image, and from the thermal-topography overlay.
The structural trend is dominated by the trend of the
Missouri gravity low. Azimuths of structures tend to
disperse for regions far from the low.
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COLOR PIiOTOGRAPH
HOW Apparent thermal inertia has been color coded and overlain
onto a shaded relief map depicting topography. Reds correspr,nd
to h qh !1.T.I.. blues to low values.
HCAM daytime thermal infrared brightness is coded as hue, albedo
as saturation, and nighttime thermal infrared as intensity. Reds
indicate relatively high values of daytime temperature.
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The tits: to then made that the shock wave ro-
sults reported by Brown And MacQusan, vh) report-
ed the t-Y phase tfAnottlon at 7141 CPA, favor the
choice of Y-iron at inner sore pressures.
it Appears that pure y-iron Alone sotlsfiep
the density and 4ulk modulus requirements of the
Inner core, voochomLc4 arguments would favor
the addition of Hi to pure iron. However if HL
Is slued to Y-iron, a lighter olesent (ouch am
S,` must also be added to componsato for the
increase in density resulting from the Hi,
T21A-0
11vu ¢Ihork Nave PAta for i'Y.rlto,-,,and 	,ltsRalainn
t o ,„the 16irt6! i, ,Car-e
THUMAS J. AHRENS and CiIRISTOPHER R. CKFAV90
(6ofamolonlcal Laboratory, California Institute
of Tochnolosy, Pasadena, CA 91125)
(*Present addressl AtlantLc-Hichflold Corp.,
Lot Angeles, CA)
Now shock and raleasa wave data in the 73 to
1630 kbar range for single crystal pyrito (re+2o
low spin) demonstrate no dateetibla phase change,
over the pressure range invastigatmd. Combining
the present 0, tit with Simakov at al. data to
3200 khnr, Tito rlwisly to linear shook (Us)
particle (Us) velocity relation Uu(kn/pee)
5.36 + 1.44 up, Tie inferred zero-pressure
bulk sound =paad Is close to that observed
ultrasonically% 5.36 to 5.49 km/sec and the
release onto constrain the sound speed along the
Hugoniot to Ila In the range 5.0 to 6.2 km/sec
tram 364 to 2030 kbor, and constrain the density
variation of Crunstsen ratio to Y : 3.8 (po/n)1,3,
This behavior contraote markedxy with that of
yeo,95 which initially has Fo+2 in the high-split
state And undergoes an v 14z density increase
to A high pressure phase below 100 kbar, which
may have Fe}2 in the loo-spin state, When the
now pyrite data and recent ruanalysef of
ryrrhotite ore uead Wlth sltack wave data for
iron and seismic data for the core the essentially
nearly ideal ndditivLty of the molar volume of
S in iron sulfides can he demonstrated. Depend-
ing on thermal profiles assumed, some 9 to 13 and
10 to 135 S are inferred in the liquid outer
cure from the pyrite and pyrrhotito data,
respectively.
T21A-10
Pnnmics of ChemipItl Enriched inter ally
Ilan tad Flores in . the tlantla
Henry R. 1X and David A. Yost% (Dept. of Ceology,
Arizona State University, Tempe, A2 65287)
it ties been proposed that plumes are finite-
nmplitude tianifestntiona of localized thermal
inutabilitien produced At the lower (hot) thermal
boundary layer, owing to the destabilizing
a floors of strongly temperature-depandent mantle
rheology. If the primitive deep mantle is en-
riched In radioactive heat sources from inhomo-
gcneous planetary accretion (Anderson, 197$),
then thermal instabilities may furnish a vinblx
meclaniam to extract the enriched heat sources
Into the upwelling, which to then propelled
rapidly upwards by these moving heat sources.
Accordingly we have modelled the thermal-
meeltanieal structures of than: chemically 
onriched, subsolidus plumen by means of boundary
layer techniques In which both internal boating
with a localized spatial variation and a. scron6-
ly temperature-dependent viscosity, character-
iscie of mantle materials, are Incorporated.
T`,;e equations governing the conservation of miss,
energy and momentum are solved numerically. Two
different modes of heating have been studied-
(a) the plume to driven solely by a concentrated
amount of radiogenic heating (b) the energy
epurce is derived from both the localized radio-
Activitics and a hot Adtnbntic temperature im-
posed At the contortion of the plume. Ve find
that for mechanism (a) to produce velocities
greater than 10 em/yr requires radioactive
concentrations equivalent to those typical of
graniticrocka. On the other hind, narrow,
fnot mantle plumee, 0 (m/yr), are easily achievn-
ble for heat production rates c'haracterlatic of
oeoanie baantta and adiabatic temperature ex-
coases or a few hondredn of degrees,
Andarson,n.L,, Chemical Plume* in the Hnntle,
Groh. sacs-Me1:!ca Pull., 86, 1593-1600, 1975.
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T2JA-11
Tl-na^De^wnd enp Itnryerirqt , E-ndulnynf 0,210 and
N" ^u^b la^a^;Hantlr^nn ie rt^in^n
1`..s^'_^ho5. And 1. S. SACK:, (Dept, of Terrestrial
Magnetise, Carnegie Inatitu ticn of Washington,
5241 Aroad Branch Road NW, Washington M 20015)
Contrary to goochomical evidence,current models
of mantle convection Acauming steady stAte motion
favor single-layer convection.Polaxing the steady
state appumption, we have studied the time evo-
lution of two-dimensional houssinasq convection.
A aurvoy Involving variation of several paramv-
tere ties been completed. Each model has Cartesian
geometr
y
, exponential viscosity dependence on
temperature, and froo-slip boundaries, Initial
conditioha wvts chosen as a fluid At rest with a
uniform temperature gradient (pure cnnductionl,
randomly perturbed at the St level. Pilesmtters
varied inoludet choice of initial nolsa, Pa (105
to 100),aspact ratio A (1 to 2), heating source
(all bottom, all internal, or half and half), end
spatial variation in the temperature alon g the
bottom boundary (2$% Amplitude cosine variation).
The time development Is sensitive to the choice
of the Initial noise, except when variaticne in
the bottom temperature are present, which than
determine the transient call structure (plumes?
ri pe over each temperature maximum), For RA* 10 ,
the initial single-layer ntruature forms A trAn-
slant phase of double-layer convection, with as
many as 4 cells in each layer. Otoady state solu-
tlona in all cases favor ningle-layar convection.
Increasing A Increases thr, tonduncy for the
double-layer transient to occur. Varying the loc-
ation of the hoat source has little qualitative
affect upon the evolution. Double-1Ayar structure
occurs without the large temporaturo difference
between the two layers required in steady state.
The timescala for existence of the double-layer
structure Is 1 b,y. (with PA+10 7, os appropriate
for whale-mantle convection). When compared to
the timescala for plate motions iabout 0,1 b.y.),
the results Imply that tirw-dependent modelo Ara
necessaryfor understanding rt-ntla convection)
transient periods of doubl y-loyor convection may
have existed in the past, or may exist now.
CONTINENTAL GEOPHYSICS
(PP) Dominion C Tues AM
Larry Drown (Cornell Univ)
Proslding
T210-1
Gravitationally Induced Stresses in a Thin,
Spherical Shall
A. K. GOODACM (Division of Gravity, Coothermice
and Geodyuamics, Earth Physics Branch, Ottawa,
Ontario, XIA OY3)
In situ atreas monsurementa generally Indicate
that the vertical compressive stress Is zero at
the surface of the Earth And increases with depth
approximately as the overburden pressure On the
other hand, the mean horizontal comprcanive straou
in non-zero ( •+10 MPa) at the surface end increasen
with depth loan quickly than the overburden pres-
sure does. The Tosult is that the ratio of
horizontal to vertical across is greater than
unity near the surface an y only tends to fall
betpw unity at depths greater than 1 to 2 km. This
behaviour (in particular the presence of non-zoro
horizontal compressive stresses at the surface) to
predicted for gravitationally induced stresses in
a thin, homogeneous, elastic spherical shell en-
closing n "fluid" under a pressure equal to the
total weight per unit area of the obell. The
horizontal co pronsive stra ps at the surface is
related to the thickness of the shall. Assuming
that only a thin portion of the Earth's outer
crust can sustain shear stre9nes over long porlodo
of geologic time, data from Canada and southern
Africa indicate that the effective thickness of
the elastic cruet in those areas 1s of the order
of 4 And 2 kw respectively. Although two-dimen-
sional elastic theory does not predict finite
horizontal compressive stresses at the Earth's
aurfaca, the results of the thin shall theory can
be used to help correct the calculations of
gravitationally induced stresses in simple two-
dimeaatonal geological modals.
T218-2
Rov .Depth-to-Cutte Ixothcm,Nnn of Arirwia
H. R. HoU (Center for Lithospheric Studicn, The
60;v iolty of Texas at Dallas, Richardson.
Texan 75080)
C . L. V. Aiken (same)
W. J. Peoples (Depirteant of Geological Sciencas
The Bnlvurcity of Tons at EI Paso, F1 Pano,
Texas 79968)
This page may be freely copied.
The variation in heat flow in Arizona )tri p been
Interpreted utilizing a variety of geophysical
and Eoother,lol data, Ilia dopth-to-Curie too-
thorm has boon previously dotermined In Artrona
by ep . tcral Analysis, opectral VA P ching , And by
examining the sonoral Amplitude var:.-ttons of
aerOMAlnetle Anomalies, %%ro are olgatficant
dizagre,-,ants between the ntorprotationa of
much of those data. 
fit
	 study, the Curia
depth has bean Annlyzed by inversion of over 60
magnette Anomalies, with the Backus-Cllbert
technique provi5ing statistical analysis of the
results, Vertical resolution to +2 km at 20 kit.
Puptho range from 5 kit below sea level to21 km
b.o.l. Tho results Agree In g pnorAi with opac-
tral matching results, but not well with the
other typos of Corte depth analyses. shallow
depths Are Indicated along the transition be-
tween the Colorado Plateau and Basin and Range
provinces, in the White Mto „ In southwest
Arizona, and in southeast (Tucson area) Arizona.
Central and south-contral Arizona in the basin
sad Range show anouaiousiy deep (20 km) Curio
depth$. An nostnption is made that the thick-
ness of rsagnetic bedlam is determined thermally,
not lithologicAlly. Although the lateral varia-
tion in heat flow meaauremento generally agree
with tuterol chonRoo in Curio depths, few com-
pletaly corrected values are available. Some
correlations exist with crustal seismology ex-
periments. Preliminary Itr modeling by H, A,
An4or of Los Alamos National Laboratory indicate%
extremely close correlations with relative
variations of Curio depths in various parts of
Arizona, Nlirerical boat (low modals using tits
Curia temperature as a boundary condition have
bean constructed to compote with heat flow and
MT interpratat:ons.
T21D-3
Linear_ Basement Strueturo Ip the Midcontinent,
U.S.A.__O,ravity t ^h . rcrte_sensinj. and
seismicity data,
B.E. AP.ViDSOII, E.A. GUINNESS, J.N. STREBECK
Mc nnell—Center for the Space Sciences,
Washington University, St. Louis, Mo., 63130)
Some 500,000 individual gravity readings for
the continental U.S. wore reduced to free air any
Bouguer anomalies. The anomalies were then fil-
tered to produce maps with 256 contour intervals
using the algorithm that generated the Pioneer
Venus altiortry maps. A linear gravity low,
with an amplitude of about 30 mg, extends from a
break In the mideontinent gravity high in S.E.
Nebraska to the Pascola Arch (horst) in the
Mississippi (4ayment. There is a suggestion of
an extension 'o the northwest into Wyomin g based
an (1) The alignment of a sharp gradient (but
only a few mg d) in the free air data along the
North Platte River, and (2) The alignment of
fractures in the Precambrian of Wyoming. In
southern Missouri, as shown by digital topography
and Heat Capacity Napping Mission data, the
gravity low seems to have controlled a number of
basement normal faults, In addition, most of the
New Madrid seismic epicenters occur in the crustal
block defined by the intersection of the low with
the Mississippi Valley graben, The origin of this
linear basement structure is problematical,
although the fact that the structure cuts across
age and province boundaries is suggestive of a
transcurrent fault.
T210-4
Linear Structures in Missouri Seen with Heat
LCapacity Mapping Htssion (HCHM) Data
J.H. STREBECK., E.A. GUINNESS,R.E. ARVIDSON
^(Rb-onn-57-Center for the Space Sciences,
Washington University, St, Louis. Pa.. 63130)
An apparent thermal inertia map was produced
for the state of Missouri using 01i night/day
thermal infrared (IR) images and an albedo image,
Differences in rock types (between Precambrian
igneous rocks, Cambrian section, and younger
units) and some structural linear features Can
be seen on the map. These structures were alnpha-
sized by overlaying the thermal inertia images on
digital shaded relief maps depicting topography.
In general, there is a good correspondence between
structures seen in tho HCH.4 data and mapped faults.
Often. IIC.'01, structures extend beyond limits of
napped features, In addition, a number of natural
linear features were detected that do not corre-
spond with mapped structures. Finally, the ob-
served trend of rally of the HC1:4 structures is
coincident with a 30 mgal, 140 in wide, Oouguer
gravity low that traverses Missouri in a NW-SE
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Introduction
A gor,u deal of digital top olgraphic infor-
mation and gravity data 01.7%1 that tour the
tonrinrnfal I'nurd Stales Vol iuslant.e. dart I
set% (1at (.ill hr purchased frtnn (tic National
(keanic and Atmospheric Admiuimeation
(NOAA) include (n) rdevati00% averaged user
30 s of latitude and longitildc• for the toter-
minus Un g rd Stints end (b) user it 	 nlil-
Ilon gravity trading% from station% diuriboirr)
auo%% the entire country, although in art
 manner. Both the topograph y and
the gravity data sets are fund,unental w the
111 —:1 %tall(filig  of Ih.r %trot lute of file crust
end litho%phrrr, and t•%pr(wilt ill 	 under-
standrtlg of lite relation%11111% hrI%%rro topug-
t.lphy and srlotnlre (MiGlnto% rt tot., 1979;
,11c.Vuu, 1981; and others].
'the  intent of till, work is to show the ap-
pill ability of fairly %taod,Ird image- protcessiog
trthnitlurs to pnxr%%ing and analyzing large
grcllogit d.ua sets. In parlic ulaf we h,%c uti-
ilzrd ito.lge-hltering let hoiques to interpolate
Iwlwren grasify station locations in order to
pto(ltHC a trgulanly spaced daw array than
prc%er%r% drt,ul io area% %still good (o%erlgr
and that ptoduee% a continuous tune linage
rather th,ut a contour map. Wr hate used
%land.ud linage-prrKrs%ing trtltluqur% to digi-
tally register and o%rrl.ly lullographit and
gl.%ity (Loa, allld %%e ha%e dl%pLnrd the dal.l
uI ways that rmp!ta %IZr ulbtlr- but per%asi%e
structural Ic:utlres In this paper we dimu%%
the lethniquc% used, t,orft% describe the
plodut 1s, :old tllu%tr for the potential of the•
nit• tho tk by dl%tu%%ing subtly Illicit %tr it( lilies
1h.0 appear in the pttxessed data het%%rrn
Ow nlidtolloornl gra%i1y high and Iht • Appa-
L1% In.u l t.
Data Processing
Techniques
1111.11.1 plate%%log %%a%tunduticd on a 1'111'
11,3 .1 ouniutnputer wish inter .itt%e • inwgr
y and
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storage .11141 displas lxrlpllRals. Softwale Is
based on mini -VICAR, with a % ,uiety of ap-
pht ation% progrun% tit tondo. t filtering, en-
h.Intrrncnt, and gror%elric operations • I hr
leader i% referred to such %t.uulard Irfet -
ence% a% Mwk 114801 for lutIIirt iofoIIIwlioo
almiot gc• orr:d trt hniqur% tlsrd o1 linage pro o -
essing. Our scdr%%ate was drtrloled p.olly at
the Jet Propulsion Laho ►atot%. partly at the
U.S. Getllogical Suite%. Flag%t.Itl, Arizona:
and partly b y u%.
For purloo,cs rtl this Import the d%o,unit
range of Itoull the lopOgt.110101 and the gravity
data Wrlr but scaded to ht %.shin lite tango
occupied M a bste %ariahlr (i.e., 8 bits or l:di
dim I vie %alues). The by te-encoded data weir
then %meet) it &ta arra%%, where the auras
clrnlrot spacing was 30 s in IKKII Ltlirtule allot
longitude. For the topograph% this pno tedurr
produted a regular arras of h%te-entooled
d.a.t dim had 28040 to%%% (Lwlurle) •%nd 7110411
trdulnn, donguude) 1 he 41.41.1 aMOS cti%rIr -d
a lautudc raogr [rotor 25' al 49'\ and a (oo-
giludr I.ulge Iron) 017 to 125"W.
I Ile 1rNllllltg Ioprlgraph% data arras toudd
(e dlspLltrd .I% all un.ige it the lmr-rtottrdrel
41.11.1 welt • t00%clied to color lit boAbrllr-%%
tallies An ahelllatt%r and quite ovlul 111rlh-
4"1 of dept ling topo )(1,Iph% is to grocralr a
dtgnal, shaded leliel 111.11) hgult • I shot..
such a piodotl. %%hich %%'as grorralyd till it
%rr%ior ► of the data file that I%,% first tlao,-
tmmr I to it Mertatul Ill 4011-1 nun, dtgtt.dl% Ir-
I Cot to size bs a Gntor of i, and then u%rd
lit geiterafe a relief neap. I he %h.ethng prat es
is based oo the assuto ►ption of it phutonlrnit
funttiotl Itrt the surface (Lorno rl Seebger
function 111 our (a%r) I he brightness as-
siKord to .I gi%co ;it 	 clement lot ation dr-
prods (oil 	 local slope owgoitutde acid oil-
tecnun allot 11 Ielall%e lit an assumed %uLc ► az-
innith and rlc%auoo (Httlsun rt (it. 17751.
I he glay ily data %%ere reduced to Free air
and 111 Rougurr ,nuunalles (out less of 0.c
('ropx%1Uonal DepalIlornl. Defro w \I.tppntg
Aeto%pate Ageuty Center. St. Luui %Io%niou.
ri. 1 he reference field at sea level that was
used in the reduction was hayed oil 	 19177
International (:t.4vity Formula, wtlll all the
d,tla Ir[errnted to the 1 1 171 Iotrnlational
ttla%Its slan laltdtcatlull Net Free .IIr altollla-
bes were (ontputrcl Ilan the following fclr-
toull.ttion: 191A - g + It 308611 - 7, wl ►ere
Ago s Free air atlontah (nGab. K - read-
ing, k a elevation (lx0sili%e down 111 groid),
JIM Y - tlleorctic.t gta%il% %.title. A setond-
older ten% %,as added to the r1r%ainnl cnrrre•
tion %%hro the ntagouudr of like culrrctioo
exceeded 11.1 IIIGII. Bougucr atootnafies %%ere
computed oil lite basis of a stab %%7th densitn
2.67 gio'cn ► ► . using	 -191A - 0.111911,
where ]Kan . Ituugurl ,uu,nlaly in Ill( -'I-
Local terrain torretti00% %%err not includedocal l
the Rougurr anomaly toinptllatioll,
Generating images front Ihr grams% data
present% a rnore uttnph"ited problem than
lite topographic data %illte the gla%ity
 %cation%
We nun hKatrd .Jong a Irg11Ln grid. Vol 1„0111
the Free .tit .ltd Boogurt in,wLd1e% the tlat.l
werr first sialed to fu %%itluo I b%tr %ati.Ihlr
6.e , 256 thse rric %aloe,) The stated (1ata
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Fag 2	 S p atted Ichel In.Ip dept tang false? 4-11 1 1vC ail anutua'Ir• Mat  x11 .1. 111,114ste I	 t-
gilts mfilein11lg rilhrr load d.u.l or last) little dela too 	 %letwitAlly %alit) imrrlstdeuou%.
1 he %ioluletrd sun 1(a% +CI .0 I V aline liar leslcrll horir(in. 1•ari.ui(tn% ill 	 anainl.11e%
.air, 41s efforts. llulnln.ued a% It the) %%car .1 tea of hip ,graphir ridges and %,fill-%, For r 	 n%, -
file, till- n41dto11nnrnl gta%i1) high 143".N. 91'%% • ). %filth is .1 pu%ni%r afi11mal%, stand6 a% e
ridge, %%title liar gloat %.file) of California (97'N, 1211°11 • ), thlth is a nrgall%r A11u111aI), ap-
iwAis as a litrtigh.
x 21 clenlrnl Warr. The thir%haild 1(a% let
such that at It-ast 2W4 of the clement IeKa-
tion%at any giro fillet I.r%lUun 11111%1 11.1%e
had rea p dAIA %'slurs Ur be- iilletpoleu •d Tht-
thoi(r of hater sites was g10%rsnrd h) Ihr sla-
64011 %pacing%, lhirh f%rlagrd %c%C,.tl Ldutol-
tt-t% but %atird 11"111 hlnldlrd+ ail tllr ict % to
%r%Cl.l tens of Libmivi • t%. A .1 x 3 ulvoicio
filte r, for itwasite. (o%rrs 911 % of all in Imt114
Ltrlilule and longuwlr, (11 al"nu 9 Lan .otrtfig .1
a
EO5 VA 6:4 Igo. IA May 4, 19142
wrle plated 111111.411 .111Av +•1111 liar %.1mr rlr-
mrnl %p.1t ing (911 0 afid geaigialsht tai%rl.lge
a% the tttlxtgt.lph% II.I1.1 eI rs). I he rlrnit•ns
Itx Alitto tlow%t (,I I gnrn gra%ily st.lu"n hxa-
lion was aslagned tile- station %alur, Ibrlrlss
pstmltung .nf aoia% 1Ktopied its part its real
(1.11.1 ,111() 111 10.411 hr baulk lanes.
We t htr%r if it%(-a (I alto  cptti ill) millple. bass
ImrN(rflll, flictftg applai.th for inlerlmtlaling
ietwrcn the Ir • .it gia%it) dale Pints. '1 lit'
lrthniyue WA%dr%rlrtp "-d fill pltxe%tiny lufias
twi%ortltlrll data ..fill %,.t , .d%u owd to plai-
dutC Altlnlru) m.lp% I1o111 she ,1pp1ux41n.url)
I0II,0M vic%atlon r%t11lL11r% 4)h1.11ncd b% the
1'14111cer %'(- g ifts rAdAl n1.110pri It •.lawlea wll.Sa-
derhherrl, 1977. /tettengrll et all , 198111 1 hr
Irtlimyue in%ohr% 11%e of A spatial total-, that
generates a nunulg a%eragr Ihlollgh the (1.11.1
atte) At fits gs%en lasmioo 11f11u1 liar d.ue
ana% the- fillet IK. 11pica A bus of A x N rlr-
nlenr% I fir nlran %.Iliac of the gtavit) An(Pn1A
lies fur station% loafed tithin 111r lxtx i% used
at tilt inlerp"tl.ued %ahar fill liar tx)x sewer
hilt, if .1n aittrnlah value dives nut flira( l ) rx-
i%a as Ihaa Itm,fu"n Shitting flat- filler o%rt .he
atra% and felwaung liar "priatlon fail Cali.
rlenlrnl I.Ke11"r1 trsult% 111 a pattiall)' Interlxl-
lated data %l-t Illenl .air.(% still reinAin ht
Fog ies wlthoot All% (1.11.1 and Ill lonr% %.Itl1 %"
liulr d.ua 1he1 it user-drfnled stati%sital
thlrth" Id %,a% hill ass et. - I he Ih,r011 " I41 i, (1r-
hfird In tl-1 111% of till- 11.1111"11 ill a Irnirnl%
11111111 the iNr% I11.11 fius%f h.nr whil 1.11.1 in
(order tat tellatc the nndimunt clroitrnl Pith
the a%evage. ;worming that the midpuim did
nw ahead% 11,11( • %.11141 (1.11a.
In plailite )hl- gla%ity data tile- pitxc%wd
In 11%nag %( • %mall fi l ler width%, beginning %%fill
a :1 )s K elrntt-w libuf and ending %%fill a 21
.y
I.V
t,
line of latitude. Note that lcgiain% with aril
ti%rl% tol.dl dl,LUUC+ bcltrrn glao.6 %alur%
tell' IIItCrpN . i.11ed ofiis (Parr Icl.w%rl% %11.111
1(h%LUtca, %iliac (-file all clrnlrnl 1(,u a%%ignrd
a d.fta %.slur It 1.1% nut .dirt art! h% later filter
Iw%%r-. 'liar art efle(t ill the filtering ltlwra-
u"11% %o.4% to grimair a irguler Atl.l% tit gra%i-
t) data. tith (Pr.gin,l data Icfl illt.tt .111,1 itilh
intrsp t)bted d.n.1 hl-t%.rcfi Ill(- ti6gi11.1l %alao.,
Gnnr aura% fit 	 aria%. coicit %%ith ,1 21 x 	 21
elt• 111( • n1 fillet, %fill had 11"1 hltlr (1.11.1 1(10
inicl pul.uiun. - 1 hai%( • aura% appeal hLt h in all
of otil di,pla.%%.
• Ihr hltcled gla%iIy at it'll l alirs could be- dl,
ph%rd a% gray 1 "ne air a% 1 "hir-t("Ird image%
A% %%ith top igraplr%, %c land than a %cry
cllcth.%r %i,u.d (11%p1A) is a shaded trhef nl.yt.
Figures 2 and 9 depit t %h.Idrd Icli(•I map% ha
rife I Ire air and lltt11gtics aii(rnl.tllc%, rr%pv, -
li%t • h. Cornp,nis"n lot thrw 10twtutt% lith
pIr%iuu%I) ;nsb11,hcd tonloul Inal/% e.g.,
It ouleard and f(n,Nng, 1964: ,1,116Inru, rt ill
197091 %has%. %imilat braiatl-stale pa11c111%.
liolr%ei. the m.110% shown ill
	 2 and	 9
di.p.1% inherrntl% mote inlortnaliun. The
rra%un%are Ihlct-fold Fit%t,.I hairs grid span
ing 1.1% latest to intrl p(l.ut' I K n%ccn %t.ui.1n
reading% 111.111 111% puhli,Ll yd 111.11) to IIa%c
twcn attic tit 	 flavor are A%
men) tott"ut m1c1%.d%.1% Owls . ale %.iliac% in
a b%tr %AI iahlr if r . 256). Most t rtntai111 w ap%
I%Irirall% ha%r .1 tl"errl or w 1"11(1111% intrl%,rh
bird, area. Stith .1 huge numtx • t of a lo%l-l%
1(11a4cd %cation% tclain dl-clil% of the animal)
-t hr filtered grail% afiai11l.111rN Caul .11,10 It(•
digitall% o%ctll%rd owo flat- tul"igiaph% fair .f
%i ' lial dl%plea of The- 1( " t 1CLunn1% bct%trrn Iht-
ttu %aniablcs. - 1 it art Intitp11c 111.11 %rc u%C(I
%%.I%1,) fit%t (onatert the hate %alt r fop calls el-
ement ill 	 gra%ily wrA%s to a ps i%cn color
iFigulc 41 Fiat• ti)lot% trrC th"a1 in %u( If .1
111,u11wl Ihet blur tilt lr%I) Idcd t " I:'r Illo%I
nr • gati%r ammlahl-s.lnd as  tai the •
 Ina.; Ixrsi
site anomalir,. Otmigt • ,. %cllo%%%. ,old giorw
lrre rhowil h) Irlolewnt hurllnrth.ur %.4111(,
011111-coded 41ne;c%dupufing file.tnum.In
paticln, %.t • tc digit.111% u%clLt%rd 1t111ai.1 %plain•
ell st•hl-1 111.11).1f Ihr tupoglaph% %ilnpl% In rc•
W- 
^	 :.^
	
i F • 1^%^^
All vet the authw, nrr frith the DelNatnreril (,f Earth arrrl l e learielan Sewn, , 	 ll'mlaagtun Cosivertill.
R.onlond V. Ar%id ,t)tt (fair right) it cur rtuntmb l rulnsm and re,eived he, Ph.D. horn iirmrn Ow
twisty its 197 .1. lie hit.% been Intwived fir plaarhay irsewch and rernoh salting for Fibula r1( deradr,
uirluding serving its pram leade► lur the liking l.a"#/er Imaging 'Fenn( lie U rourrntl% a mrnaber of
the VahnruJ A(fifi•nry of So ten e,' Spell  Srrenre Bewail oriel rh,iti pw s re-/ the biwaid's (awfillrltrr ran
Carrllowatum and Delta Management Ile r. ill%u «n n„tn inae rdrller al lwt.
bloi%atd A. Cuinnev, (Jar h/Q rrerawd iit Ph 1). to 1981) rn /dwirturl ge.)h-gy from IVti,hmgf,,n
f • na •rnrtr aril o nou , re- arrsior srtrnlut oil file ururertu1'% MtD"Paarll Crrderlin ihr .11eeite A(irnret.
fir.sprrtt a (vial tf n %real- at Ihr fet I r rutubifrrl Lahurntor%, lrearhi(l"ahrrg for Ihr Peking "awl,00 offera-
tiunt. Guinne,i slid his that. ie,rarrh o pt Nse .opeirte phntomrlrtr laaprrtirs off Alearti(aa .nafnre murrrr
ill%, benrd less hinder Iraagiag delta lie n nrnhriutag throe %11111111, It.tin„ diNa rereived from dtierl laiks
tram thr ,%tuleh Me"ilerral Steityun (%'#king i.nrrder 11.
john W. Sticlwck (srrnndlram right) irrrived fin rnnster% ibpeeliom Writhingtorr I 'Piwerutr in
1982. /lit thewt fnhir auroli ,ed grolugunl stood geulrhl.tral artoptelOtwrr, ill the ,llitsouri Xmas(% hru%
a Ienture (if.(word in phi, Irliper..Ytirlirik it ( urrenth %rnfelen eel b% .%tell ,#/ F.%ldwahon .Sen • ire%, lair..
i ulleu. i tut.
(.t•r11Fir) F. Da%ie%,rniddh • i It nrr a%%utmie lnolrw,r sold rr(ri( •rd In, Ph D. in I' r 7_ lino the
Calileran. /n%liture not Trrlrllning% llu it•%rareh enure.%( uarge /roan Ihrrmnl rodrdnm hr.lurirt rif fles
rnrth raid plattel, to m,wtlr etura.rrhon and the 1,0"Fas n„lutnne ill eurrlirsenh Ile heat .,nsd e.so
.\- 15.1 (u ll'iturl lurrreb rant a eau a"e,ririlr rrhher 1 -/ JGli.
Klaut
.
I Schtilr iwinnd )►urn left) h nn au(-fsarf !nn/r..ur and irdo: rd hi, /'h l). fir lerlrning% I-m
the ( riwei i it ,1laairtula to 1 477. /II, aitrrr.h touge frlenr the pru;;rnnn ail the ails (-when, retell
rruo to the rflrrtt that brags , aropmt meta( had un the atlnequerst thrrmelf it 	 let1-iff n;;rme ill the
lath'% eearh latimphrre. Srhul: n •ill pan ihr (-.S. Ge,4gnal Sun r), llr,luoo, Viegieaua, al- tune ON2
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-Mr	
IMr Ill, oMr
/0110111 ^. Now
l og 4	 1 his ohagrane %hot.% tier appruui
 
IC E ulur-t udtnK .cturner used to pit Kimr
tier Either (onttnn% fur tier gravity anontah
01aps shown on the cover of tiers issue of foe
llou/grant%ahu%.ing tllr Irattsonal atra csc(u-
111CII by r a If %alur were u.rd to as-
sign tolurs in %utIf a manner than rach (ohir
value OCCupies an arra turnp,u.oblr ul any
uftier ccllor value. Alm out 45 tlty true (tile or sal
ties (i.e., discrete her anti sattuaron %,dues)
wt re u%rd In (at h .tieomaly mall ( h1 the uth-
t r hand, tier %h,ldt •d rrhef map %rrsiuns 1-1
[lie anumaler% tvtIt (unfair 256 %hadrs of
gray.
t
plat ing 111E hr rghtnor%% tomponrnt for vat It
color Nltle [lie hrightnr%f ffoue the tune-
s x,ntleng location in an array curtaining the
%^tatletl relief titap. 'I hr net result is a tutor
m.tp where tier hrighutr%% i% moduLctrd by
the shadrd frhrf map, whelr tier (ttlor hue(dominant %.a%rlenKth) .unl %./uuafi0n (de.
grtr of purity) are controlled by tier gravity
anomaly %.elites. Note that any (70101- can be
timiltirl% drhned by a hue (dominant wave-
It • ngdo. saturation (punt.), and beightness
11lnter, 197,1 Stith pfotlucts air %hewn for
broth thr filtered Free air and liouguer anon
apes on the Guy er of this issue of Ew. lit tx)lli
cases tier maps weir rramformed to a :,Irrca-
tur projection, digitally reduced by a fatt ,)r of
i, and throe pr(xe%se •d as dutscssrd ,lithe.
Discussion
A %Lett It neap showing some of the • major
structnlrs Evident in the culur tnd shaded re-
hrf 111.41)% 1% shown in Figurer Vii. For till% paper
%.r %.il! rr%nitt our dntn%%iun of the Imm-
r%srtl /lJta to ;I 	 of file nudtuntinrnt,
where %.r have a t1rr111eterr"K 1Ptet"I ul the
c rustal w ucture and the f rlatimslup% hr•
tween basrutent factures and ore drpusits.
Such a (listu%siun also serves tot illustrate tier
kinds of infer oration that call 	 gleaned
from topogr.eplty and gravity data that have
been Pita r%.rd in imagt formal
Thr da.lerd lines tit Figure 5 drhne twu
major struutnes ire the midcontinrnt: a newly
diuoverrd feature we call the Mesarnri goavi-
teo low and (he \li%%isippi Vallrle gfalxn. as
drhord by Keefer r( ni I leI SII on tier basis of
gravity •and arrtnuagnrnt anoutalfes "1 hr
Geophysical Prospecting
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North America.
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Fig. 7 Skrtth map slowing %caste of the n apu Nructores well 	 the gra%it% anomaly
maps prr%rnlyd III 	 palmr. The \II%%moi g1Ati1) low (,il) for Wen III %I on the Shaded Ir
fir( map tenions of life anomalies 'I he two plulom .or the ISloombeld phnon to the north
and the C milgtoo plutntl to the a►ush. Theo tan IM • %corn it red dot% oil Free sir color
malt% and a% humps in the %haled relief ant 'oo dc, asap%. I hr lilt ao dirtd tntru%ion i% tin acrd
At Abool 37'\, (M)"W. The \I1sskmilp1 %alle y gl.dM •o ItMaliun 1% Iltlno Aurlr of ul. I I'IM11..11
though the outline /An lw wel l 	the ►hadrd relic( anomaly main.
:• '=f; Ilpr
	
I'
► 	 'IsL	 Y,,
y4
1-7
'd i-imica,*
M1S>I,1SSlpl
ViI.LE'f i 1P}IIIf n
---mot--'
f og 6.	 t.ra% tune %rrsion of Ihr filter rot I ttr air ar"isnalie% I ht- map l000nd.It ic% extend
front 34' h ► 43'\, 87" to 99'\S' '1 tic • n% I horitontAl linr% cor► espond to 37` :nil •10'X lati-
uttle, while the two %ertital lines .lo I . 91' antl 9.7)'W lougifudr Ill fill% map. blight :ilea% h.or
lugr Itee air Anoolahet, while dill, :leas hA%e small (i.e.. htghl% nrgiitke) %afues. The
white clot% are earthyuilc rl,icentrrs fur file prriod hunt 1474 1479. a% recorded II % the St
I ouis t ni%rr%il% srkolit of I%%ork. 7 he I loolltheld and Cmit'glon pluiln% are fill- blight
tiltall.tt featut,-% iu%t Ill 111t • 11111th And %oath, re-%pctti%rl%, of the- rpitentrl tilt%ter. '1 hr \L,.
%ouri gl.mti low extrods flint :I 	 of tht• 011(kontinent grr%if% high, through Missouri.
.md .i loss fhe \li%%iesippi %,dl( • % gratio n. 'I li e nirt%rclion% of the gta%n% low and file gra
lien sic the location 	 ns of the- Into 	 In addition, Insist of the se nlieif) i%I.Imrnuate•d
w un
.
11l	 the- crustal Mock drhnrd by the 111tt-r%ectnat of file Lr.t%u) low and Ihr gralx-n.
EOS \'ul. 63 \o. IN May 4. 1982
Mt.w.ult gI.I%u% low tan IN• Nell 1111 rile 4111111
And shAdrd Ichel mA11% I% I 140 •km wldr frA
sure thm begins in a lot vAk neat stir som fort it
cc gr Iif the tit ilhontiornt gta.ill high ,•nd
rmro,li ahu%% \II%«ilrl .Ind Into Ihr \In%m
%111111 cnd ►A%nlo-III In the (n11►.1) lilt III file lo%%
lAkr% the for m of a hot %I Woo k c allyd the )'A%
coN Alth If. ► t9M notd AbifIoom. 19751, 'Ilse
k ►w 11;1%a Rougurr .unphrllde of AIMnn 311
nI(:AI fill Ihr ICK14111 jo%t 111 tile- northwrat of
Ihr ernha)orrnf I ht nwgnttudr of the imint
d% %ugKrsl% A fit el l ha%t meal %I 1 uI fur s• In
f A(I file .611(0611.11$ i%tuo%i%Irot 1.1111 An In-
c uea rd t l u%lal Ilnt knc%% of 3 kill at the \Ioho
or Anh a I1u %t that has a clensicy of 0.1 gn ►l
t ill' le%% thall III,- %11I mlding Siva% for Ihr
Item 4 to K I,IaI Im1m. Ihr wIIm v I Mttebe,k•
19M21 Ai.1h%r% of itnn tr %eo,oig dma -mcl
ground s111dlr% lot Arras o%rrl)rrlg the gl.nnt
I'm dell loll l%t rAfC that the Irgatn.d flan cull
trend, air (ointi arm with the sully of this
drup bAwmrot h-A"Oe, soKgesting A lair de-
gore of tontlol o%vI Ihr pattern of faulting in
the aura IGuorrl+u el 111 , 19M21.
- I he 1 ' .1rl %ectton of Ihr \I1%Aoull KrA%11% lot,
and the \hssissippl \'All y ) gl.lhen hA% cleAl l)
sel%ed to temrlol the emplatement of two
mah. plunm% drhnrd by flddrrrArnrool rt el
1 14771. file ISlotnnutgton intrusion In Ihr
north and Ihr Co%tttgtoo nlrrusioo 111 file
south I Lr two p1mom taut Iw uen a% I mm-
lise Anontalies or Ihr Free all (olot 111.11) and
as bumps off %hAdcd relief map%. Addi-
tionAlh. IIgure 6 1% a gra y lone image of Ihr•
filleted I Ire .tit (1,11.1 that has (w •ro tonitast
c•nh.tnccd fit 	 the %iliations 411 the nlnl-(onfinent. lu such a 1Ira) file nuo %I urg.uitr
anomalies are IArl. amt Icss nrgause intomA-
lie%air bright. The %II%V)ul . i gra%it) low is
elriul) discernible. And the • It• i% a %ugKruion
Of a \I.-SW u'e • ndnlg %rllloolr 111,11, in fact,
ouflinr%the \II%%is%ippi \'.111x) gt.tht • rl. I hr
%%Ituedut% It • plr%rnt o , er 11 11 )1 ) valthtluAlc
epitemt• t% molded h% the Si. Loui% Uro%vr%i-
I% %riu ► tit nt• Iwork IM • tween 1974 and 11179
1Staudrr el ill , 19771. Clear ), the epitroter%.
which drline.tlr the New Madrid %ci%nli(its
high, arc tontrollaled in ILr t I 11%1.11 Wilt 
defined by the iotrl%ectitm of Ihr MII%%Hato
gta%il y low and Ihc \li%%4%%41)1)4 \'.life% g1Ahe11
'Ihu%file imrt%rttion of fhe%r twoeru%t.d
srlutturrs srrnt% fo h:IVr pto%ided both .1
Znll/• of wcaknr%% for the ,-n11)1acrnt(• nI of
pillion, and .I f(xus for iclra%r of strain roer-
g% %iA ( • .n t 111lloake%.
I.xanlination of the free air color utap %ug
gr%t%an extension of the \li%anoi gra%if) lo%%
ftonl tilt• Illicit, p ill nrnl gl.nif% high III tilt•
IlOIlh%%rst. pelhalm A% fill a% to fhe • Rig Ilorn
111)11!1 111 Wsoming. Ihc Sllgl4v%61111 i% hase-tl
on fit atgoment of a %hit p ht(•ak 111 the Free
alt ammiAlte% uiih fill- Not111 Platte- Ri%rt %AI-
Ir% III 	 And %%ifh IrAtlutes fit
 I(-.tllo% of %ut11 in cxlrn%ion III I
remainupt• n 10 411147%(4011 until lutf11rt %turfy.
It the vx11 o%ioo I% grrit • Iic all relatrd to the
\(rs%ouli grA%if% low, the- tornbined It • nglln of
the two f rmolr% would be over 15111) km
-There ;If(- other %trtitotes of tontp.lrahlr
Icnglh (kit 	 c:uth, namrl% II.01,4lole•n1
bunts %utIt a% the A11%11 1 agh of ('11111.1 I.1h11
nor amt 'fn^tpmter, 19751. It I % t oat vi%able thin
the Mmouri gla%it) how and the extcmion
inln W%.
 or tiog are pair of a u.mv urrent (auto
%%%frm, %( • I Pion% of who It 11.1%1 • bre • n feacri%at-
rd (luting %.thou% time peri,mis. Sloth an on
gin I, also (on%r+irot with Ihr obscnation that
the %lluctitle nuts Arro%s the hist • me• Ilf .tgr
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Crodata's M1600L is believed to be the only data lugger on the market
today with completely self-contained, data recording and replay capabitl-
ties. For scientists and engineers, this means:
Convenient, fully-portable operation - M 1600L operates on its own inter
nal batteries with more than -sufficient rapacity to fully record and replay
each cartridge between recharging. the unit is housed in a rugged,
weather resistant case.
Accurate, versatile performance • Nil 600L  uses individual cunditioning
cards, for each of 20 input channels (expandable up to 100). The user
configures to his sprrilic requirement. When needs change, cards are
available at low cost to reconfigwe the system.
Fast, convenient data processing • M1600L records data in the ANSIJFCMA
furmat on standard Vs-inch tape which can be replayed at high speed
directly into a computer. For on-site verification the logger has blfilt•in
replay and display capabilities.
For specification-s, price and delivery, write or call
Crodat3 Corp.
255 Bear Hill	 ^r-1OD	 ^
Waltham, MA 02154
	 I^LJ)	 e	 e
Tel: 617.890.0145
145	 ^
Telex: 951693
1
i
•^	 • - S (,1. b.) Net. In , ta / r, a Paz
 L' V.7
'r
• fully purtahl
on rethArgrA blrAMMW
1
and yrovuttr IM/111141a1 or% dchorrf bS Rxrk/,.rd
of nl I I'IM 11 14a M osisto l i I tit 14il sm r. floor Ir.l-
title undd ha%e Iotnrrtl tuning Ihr lits%ioki
rel (olho11n siScol that pr(ltlu(e• d floor (.Irnvtllr
wogeny II)rjr1 umd 1fur k, VC11
I mil icatiOns for that-
Eart h Sciences
I hr (tit h[%' %III scar
 
alt It it Irawd A%ail.thlh[v
of A n14rtitwe of lot IorI IaIgar. Kt-ogtaithu.dly
unrntrd IIAIA srH that arc apphsablc tit r.uah
Kie11417 11014161cnys. Eot IIINAIKC. AN I,.111 01 [he
N.ilsoo.t1 t ramoin Rrsouttr 1 %ablation I'IO-
gr.mt. Ihr Ilrlsarmirnl of E-tlrtgs has at-
quirrd ,14rlsttior diguAl gamow ras (fire imlio-
atimis) data, arrunr.rgnrnt .usona.dlcs, .nul
I .ydrogecxthrnut.4 data for miss[ of file tun[i-
nrnta) t'nnrd Staters. Slash large dat.1 wit, ear
aptly skilled for use with the kinds of ir( It
111( lor%41rmtilrrd fir tit'. Raper Of Course,
anal)sa% tsl .oIV 11.41.1 %rt la• tloirrs, AiXIVe all,
[Ise ptnlsrt f I anunM of %t arntlh( (lkiP%tiolls.
Atr), rite right kussls of da[A kilo%% for Attessi-
hlr to answer the (piestions. Ilowrtcr, we do
Ircl allies uurimti%r (holeal Imagr josserio-sing
of A %.o arts of grt)gralilm Ah titlrntord dais
fort% ( an Irad 111 wl»ta1111s1 a(I%.uit t•% in out
undrnl.anduag of the c•arlh
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